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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we investigate asymptotic equivalence of nonlinear systems 
of differential equations. For our purposes we shall say that two (systems of) 
differential equations are asymptotically equivalent if whenever one of these 
equations possesses a bounded solution on a half-line then the other possesses 
a solution which tends to the former one as the independent variable t tends 
to co. Here we depart from the usual asymptotic equivalence problem in 
that we treat from the outset systems in which linearized forms of the 
equations are not an essential feature. We make use of a variant of the classical 
variation of constants formula introduced by Alekseev [I]. The variant of this 
formula employed here leads to an improper nonlinear integral equation and 
the question of whether its solution satisfies the relevant differential equation 
becomes a delicate one. In the nearly linear case, because the unknown does 
not appear in the kernel function, the answer is obvious (hence the question 
is scarcely raised) and the main effort is devoted to obtaining a solution of the 
integral equation itself. In the fully nonlinear case the question of whether 
the solution of the integral equation actually satisfies the differential equation 
appears to be critical and fosters hypotheses beyond those required to obtain 
a solution of the integral equation. We feel that one of the more important 
aspects of our work concerns the treatment of this question. F. Brauer [2, 31 
has used the Alekseev formula to study stability and asymptotic problems, 
and some of his results are similar to ours, but his proofs do not appear to 
resolve this question. 
The present work consists of seven parts. In Section 2 below we introduce 
some preliminary, rather standard, assumptions and the notation which will 
be used throughout the remainder of the paper. In Section 3 we motivate the 
use of Alekseev’s formula and present a solution of the simpler half of the 
equivalence problem. Sections 4 and 5 are concerned with the more difficult 
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portion of the equivalence problem and represent the major effort of this 
investigation. In Section 4 we give two theorems concerning the existence 
and uniqueness of solutions of an improper nonlinear integral equation. These 
two theorems are applications of Schauder’s and Banach’s Fixed Point 
Theorems respectively. In Section 5 we study situations in which the solutions 
of the integral equation can be shown to satisfy the differential equation. 
We give two theorems which are extensions of the corresponding ones in 
Section 4. In Section 6 we collect together the earlier results and formulate 
the asymptotic equivalence theorems for the differential equations. As a 
corollary to one of our theorems, we obtain a result due to N. Onuchic [#] 
which concerns a nearly linear system. In this section we also discuss the 
various hypotheses that are used in our analysis. In the final section we give 
natural, and rather straightforward, extensions of our main results. These 
extensions apply to systems, for example, which are partitioned according 
to stability characteristics. 
2. PRELIMINARY ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Let 01 be a real number and Sz be a region of (real) n-space R, . We shall 
consider two systems of differential equations 
x’ =f(t, x) 
Y’ = f(G Y) + & Yl (2) 
where x and y are fz-vectors and in [a, co) x Sz, f and g are continuous, f is 
continuously differentiable and f%(t, X) = (af/&)(c)(t, X) is (locally) Lipschitzian 
in X. 
Throughout this work, x(t, t, , x0) and y(t, to , yO) will denote solutions 
of (1) and (2), respectively, satisfying x(tO , t, , a+,) = X, and y(t, , t, , ys) = ys . 
and @(t, t, , x,,) wil1 denote the fundamental matrix solution of the variational 
equation x’ = fJt, x(t, to , xJ) X such that @((t,, f,, , x0) is the identity 
matrix. We recall that @(t, t, , X,-J = (&/ax&t, t, , x8) and that 
Let 9 be a bounded, open and convex subset of 9. Tben we assume that for 
arbitrary t, > cx and x,, E 93 the solution x(t, t, , x0) of (1) exists (is defined) 
for t satisfying 01 < t < t, and has values in a. This, of course, implies that 
the corresponding matrix solution @(t, t, , x0) exists in the same circumstances. 
Vertical bars will denote any appropriate vector and matrix norms. 
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3. THE ALEKSEEV FORMULA 
In this section we motivate the use of the improper integral equation 
which was mentioned in the Introduction and dispose of the simpler half 
of the asymptotic equivalence problem. Suppose that y(t) is a bounded 
solution of (2) with values in B for t 3 p where p 3 CL In view of the 
assumptions made above we see that the integral s: @(t, s, y(s)) g(s, y(s)) ds 
is defined for /3 < t < T. Also since y(s) is a solution of (2) with values in 9 
for s >,6 we have, 
and, therefore, 
x(t, T Y(T)) = At> + ,: % s, y(s)) g(s, Y(S)) 4 
for j3 < t < T. Let us now suppose that the improper integral 
.r m W s, Y(S)) ids, Y(S)) 6 t 
exists for each t > ,8 and then define the corresponding limit function by 
x(t) = Km,, x(t, T, y(T)). If in a neighborhood of some time t > /3 the 
integral in (3) is uniformly convergent, then x(t), being the uniform limit 
of solutions of (l), is also a solution of (1) in this neighborhood. In particular, 
if (3) converges uniformly on each bounded subinterval of [p, co) then x(t) 
is a solution of (1) on [p, a). W e now state the following theorem which is 
similar to a result given in [2, Theorem 41. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that y(t) is a solution of (2) with values in 9 for 
t > p > 01, and that tlze integral in (3) converges un;form.ly on each bounded 
subinterval of p, CO). Then 
x(t) = r(t) + j-y @(t, s, Y(S)) g(s, Y(S)) ds, 
is a solution of (1) on [,8, co) and, furthermore, 1 x(t) - y(t)1 -+ 0 as t * 03 
if and only a, 
1 Jr @(t, s, Y(S)) g(s, Y(S)) ds 1 --+ 0 as t - ~0. (4) 
Proof. The first conclusion follows from the discussion preceding the 
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statement of the theorem and the latter conclusion is obvious from the 
definition of x(t). 
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, Theorem 1 solves the 
simpler half of the asymptotic equivalence problem. In particular, if y(t) 
is a solution of (2) with values in 9 on some half-line then sufficient conditions 
for (1) to have a solution tending to y(t) as t --z co is that the integral in (3) 
be uniformly convergent on bounded subintervals of the half-line and that 
the condition (4) be satisfied. 
WTe now consider the companion problem in which x(t) is regarded as a 
known solution of (1) with values in $3 on some half-line. The above con- 
siderations suggest that we then investigate the following integral equation 
for a possible solution y(t). Two questions now arise: Under what conditions 
does the integral equation (5) have a solution, and if (5) does possess a 
solution, under what conditions will this solution satisfy the differential 
equation (2) 7 The remainder of this paper is devoted mainly to the task of 
providing such conditions. 
4. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREMS 
FOR THE IMPROPER INTEGRAL EQUATION 
In this section we give theorems concerning the existence and uniqueness 
of a solution of the integral equation (5). We shall obtain results using the 
following hypotheses. 
(Hi) If z(t) is a continuous n-function with values in g for t 2 LY. and if 
01 < t < T, then the following (improper) integral exists (is finite) and 
satisfies the inequality, 
! ‘1 I @(t, s, 44)&, .+))I as < J(T), 
where J(T)-+ 0 as T + CO. (We assume, without loss of generality, that J 
is continuous and nonincreasing.) 
(H,) If x r , xp E 9 and a < t < s, then the Lipschitz condition 
I @(4 s, x&g(s, x1) - @(t, s, “J&7 .Q)l < qt, s)l .r1 - .v, I 
holds, where x(t, s) is continuous and is such that the integral JT h(t, s) cls 
exists and is exceeded by a (fixed) constant 6 < 1 for all t sufficiently large. 
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The first of these is the primary hypothesis on which all of the work depends 
and is strongly motivated already by Theorem 1. However, note further that 
sufficient conditions for (H,) to hold are the following: 
(I) an integrability condition for the unperturbed differential equation 
(l), there exists a function N* such that 
and all continuous I satisfying z(s) E ~3 for s > 01 
(B) a boundedness condition for the perturbational term in the differential 
equation (2), there exists a nonincreasing function G such that 
I g(s> 4 < G(s) for s>ci and xg E 9 
(A) an asymptotic condition, the functions N* and G satisfy 
N*(T) G(T) + 0 as T--+ 03. 
In Section 6 we suggest additional situations in which hypothesis (H,) and 
other hypotheses are satisfied. Hypothesis (Ha) is similar to one used in [Z]. 
Throughout this and the following section we let x(t) denote a (fixed) 
solution of (1) with values in 9 for t > 01 and without limit points on the 
boundary of 9. Then there exists a d > 0 such that the set {x0 : / x0 - x(t)/ < d 
for some t 3 LX> is contained in 9. We show that under hypothesis (H,) the 
integral equation (5) has a solution which tends to x(t) as t -+ 00. To this 
end we utilize the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let 9 be a ?zonempty family of continuous n-functions F on a 
half-line [/3, co) (where p 3 a). Suppose 9 has the property tlzat if E > 0 is 
given, then there exists a T 3 /I such that t > T imp&es /F(t) - x(t)\ < E 
for allF E fl and* is a?z (unr+ormZy) equicontinuous family on the interval [/3, T] 
The?z the closure of 9 is a compact subset of tlze space S of bounded continuous 
n-functions on [/I, CQ) with the uniform topology. 
Proof. The space S is a complete metric space relative to the sup norm. 
Hence, it is enough to show that 5 is totally bounded [.5, p. 2121. But this 
follows readily from the above property with the help of Ascoli’s Theorem. 
With the aid of the above lemma we now prove our primary existence 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Ufzder hypothesis (H,) there exists a (cotztinuous) solution 
y(t) of the integral equation (5) on some half-line [& OD), which satis$es 
/ y(t) - x(t)1 --f 0 as t ---f 00. 
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Proof. The proof is an application of the familiar Schauder Fixed Point 
Theorem which states that a continuous mapping of a closed, convex and 
bounded subset of a Banach space into that subset has a fixed point if the 
closures of the images of all bounded subsets are compact. Let /I > a be such 
that J(p) < d and let 
II8 = (z : x is a continuous n-function and satisfies the inequality 
I x(t) - x(t)/ < d for t 3 $8). 
Then D, is a closed, convex subset of the Banach space S of Lemma 1. 
Define the mapping Y by 
W)(t) = x(t) - /l” @(t, s, z(s)) g(s, z(s)) ds 
for z E D, and t > /3. Because of the choice of p it is clear from (HI) that 7 
maps D, into itself. We now show that the closure of F(D,) is compact. 
To do this we show that the family g = F(D,) has the property given in 
the preceding lemma. Let E > 0 be given and choose T > fi such that 
J(T) < E. Then it follows from (H,) that / r(x)(t) - x(t)\ < E for t 3 T 
and z E D, . We next show that the family F(D,) is equicontinuous on [p, T]. 
To this end, let or > 0 and let TI > T be such that J(T,) < 46. Because 
x(t) is uniformly continuous on [p, T], there exists 8, > 0 such that 
,0 < tI < t, < T and j tI - t, / < 8, imply that / x(tl) - x(tJJ < 43. Then 
if x E Da , fl < t, < t, < T and 1 t, - t, 1 < 6, ) we have 
and (because of the mean value theorem) this last term is dominated by the 
quantity 
where tl < T(S) < t, for t, < s < T. Moreover, there exists a constant 
which, in turn, dominates each of the above integrands and is independent 
of tl , t, and z so long as /3 < t, < t, < T, I tl - t, 1 < 6, and x E Da . 
Hence, there exists a positive 6 < 6, such that ,f3 < tl < t, < T, j t, - t, / < 6 
and x E D, imply that 1 F(z)(t,) - F(x)(t,)l < Ed . This establishes that the 
family F(Da) is equicontinuous on [p, T] and so, by Lemma 1, that its closure 
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is compact. The above argument also shows that for any nonempty subset 
H of Da , the closure of F(N) is compact. Hence to complete the proof of the 
theorem we need only show that the mapping F is continuous. To this end, 
let x1 , x, E Da and let T 3 ,B. Then for /? < t < T we have 
- @(t, s, Q)) As, 4s))l ds 
+ j, I @Cc s, f&N g(sv ~l(S))l 0% 
-t j; I w, s, %(SN As9 %ls))I ds* 
Using (H,) we see that if E > 0, there exists a T > ,i3 such that the latter two 
terms above on the right are each less than e/3, whenever /3 < t < T. 
Moreover, because CD and g are continuous, there exists an 7 > 0 such that 
the inequality 1 zi(s) - xz(s)/ < 7 for /3 < s < T implies that the remaining 
term above on the right is less than c/3, whenever /3 < t ,< T. On the other 
hand if t > T, then by the choice of T we have, 
I =q(zJ(t) - q4@)l < j, I @(4 St %(SN g(s, ~I(4 
- W, $7 xds)) g(s, ~&))I ds 
< 2](t) < 2J(T) d 2~/3 
and so it follows that 9+ is continuous on D, . This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
Although hypothesis (Hi) guarantees the existence of a solution of the 
integral equation (5) it does not seem to guarantee the uniqueness of that 
solution. However, if in addition to (Hi) we invoke hypothesis (H,) then we 
are able to establish the uniqueness of the solution. In as much as (H,) is a 
Lipschitz condition, the situation here is reminiscent of the usual existence- 
uniqueness problem for differential equations. The following theorem 
represents a modest generalization of a result given in [2, Theorem 5]. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose tlzat hypotheses (Hi) and (Hz) hold. Then fog ,B 
su@iently large, the solution y(t) of tlze integral equation (5) on the hay-line 
p, W) is unique and can be com.puted by the method of successive approximations. 
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Proof. Let p, Da , and Y be as in the proof of Theorem 2. Then by (Hz), 
if x1, zs E D, we have, 
for t 3 p. 
If /3 is also chosen so large that fP h(t, S) ds < 0 < 1 for t > 8, then 3- 
clearly is a contraction on DO and so, by Banach’s theorem, has a fixed point 
y which is unique in D, and can be computed by the method of successive 
approximations. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
5. EXISTENCE THEOREMS FORTHEPERTURBED DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION (2) 
We now turn to the more delicate problem concerning the question of 
whether a solution of the integral equation (5) satisfies the differential 
equation (2). (As in the previous section, x(t) denotes a given solution of (1)). 
We recall that the fundamental matrix solution @(t, t, , 3”) is defined and 
is continuous for 01 < t < to and x0 E 3. Hence, we may define a bounding 
function for it, say, M(T) = sup(j @(t, T, x0)/ : c1 < t < T, x0 E 9}. Con- 
cerning this bound we have the following useful Iemma. 
LEnlnla 2. Let y(t) be a solution of the integral equation (5) on some half&e 
[,B, m) where ,B > m a&y(t) E 9~ fog t 3 /3. Then we have, 
I .$t, T, y(T)) - @)I < WT)l y(T) - x(T)1 for ,8<t<T. 
Proof. From the definition of di it follows that if zcO , yO E 9, then 
-RI 
9 @(t, T, z) ds = x(t, T,y,) - m(t, T, 4 for cx<t<T, % 
where the line integral may be taken along the ray which connects x,, and 
yO in the convex region 9. Hence, using any appropriate vector and matrix 
norms, we obtain the inequality 
I 44 T, ~0) - x(t, T, so)1 < WT)l yo - ~0 I for a<t<T (J&q 
and the result then follows when we put so = X(T) and ye = y(T). 
Let K(t) = sup{1 f&t, x,)l : xoe 9} for t > LY and let L(t) be a local 
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(relative to 9 and possibly time dependent) Lipschitz constant for j,, , i.e., 
L(t) satisfies 
for t > 01 and x1 , x2 E 9. The following is an extension of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that hypothesis (H,) holds and, in addition, suppose 
that the following hypothesis holds: 
(HJ If z(t) is continuoza, and x(t) E 3 for t > a, then the following 
integral exists and satisfies sy 1 @(t, s, n(s))1 ds < N(t) for t > 01. (We assume, 
without loss of generality, that L and N are nondecreasing.) Then if J tends 
to .zeYo so rapidly that the asymptotic conditions 
(i) J(T) M(T) ---f 0 as T -+ co 
(ii) J(T)L( T) M(T) N(T) < 0 < 1 for all T suficiently large 
(iii) J( T)[K( T) + L(T)] is bounded 
hold, theye exists a solution y(t) of the dazerential equation (2) on some half-line 
I;s, a) which satisfies 1 x(t) -y(t)/ --j 0 as t + co. 
Proof. Since (H,) holds, by Theorem 2, there exists a solution y(t) of the 
integral equation (5) on some half-line la, co), which satisfies 1 x(t) -y(t)1 + 0 
as t -+ co. We shall show that y(t) also satisfies the differential equation 
(2) on [p, co). Since y(t) satisfies (5), we conclude from (H,) that 
/r(t) - x(t)l < J(t) for t >B. 
Hence by Lemma 2 and condition (i), it follows that 
I 40 - 4t, T, Y(T))I d J(T) M(T) (6) 
for /3 < t < T and J(T) M(T) ---f 0 as T + co. Thus in particular, x(t, s, y(s)) 
is bounded for ,6 < t < s and, consequently, for each fixed t, fz(t, x(t, s, y(s))) 
is bounded for s > t. This, together with (H,), implies that the derivative 
r’(t) = f (t9 x(t)) + g(t, y(t)) 
- J ‘; f& 44 s, Y(S))) W, s> Y(S)) cds, Y(S)) ds (7) 
of (5) exists for t 3 p since this last, improper integral is uniformly 
convergent for t in any bounded subinterval of p, co). Now using the fact 
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that (dx/ds)(t, s, y(s)) = @(r, s, y(s))[y’(s) -f(s, y(s))], we obtain the equality 
y(t) - r(t) = &i7z[y(t) - $t, T, W))l = kE j:$ (t, s,Y(s)) ds 
= srn @(t, $9 y(sN[f ($9 3-‘(s)) - y’(s)1 ds for P d t, 
t 
and this, together with (5), yields the equality 
-w o= J @(t, sY(S)) 44 ds (8) t 
for t 3 ,!3, where we employ the abbreviation 
44 = & Y(S)) + f(s, Y(4) - Y’(f)* 
Since (7) may also be written in the form 
w(t) = Cf 6 r(t)> -fk 4Q -f& “@>)tY(f) - 4m 
i- f& W[ y(t) - a1 
f s ; [f& x(t, s, Y(S)) - f& Wl[@& s, ~(4) &, y(s))1 ds 
+ fdt, W) j,” @(tv s,Y(S)> ids, Y(S)) & 
it follows from (Z), the mean value theorem and condition (iii) that w(t) 
is bounded on [j?, co). On the other hand, since 
$ (t, x(4 s, Y(S))) = f& $4 s, Y(4)) @,(c s, Y(S))[Y’(S) -f f% YNK 
the equality 
w(t) = ,;f&, x(t, 4 Y(S))) @(4 s, Y(4) 4s) ds (9) 
readily follows from (7). Upon multiplying (8) on the left by f,(t, x(t)) and 
subtracting the result from (9), we obtain the equality 
w(t) = 1; [f ( z t> r - ( t, s, Y(S))) - f& #))I W, s, Y(S)) w(s) 4 (10) 
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for t > /3. Now using the Lipschitz condition (2) and (6), we conclude from 
(10) that w(t) satisfies the inequality 
Finally, using (i) and (Ha), we derive the inequality 
But, L(t) N(t)[sup,>, J(s) W41 d sups2 t [J(4 4) Al(s) WI and by 
condition (ii), there exists a T > ,8 such that this last quantity does not 
exceed 8 < 1 for any t > T. It then readily follows from (11) that w(t) = 0 
for t > T. Thus, (9) becomes 
Now it is easy to show, using standard arguments, that this (proper) linear 
integral equation admits only the trivial solution w(t) = 0 on /3 < t < T. 
Hence, w(t) = 0 for all t > ,8 and, in view of the definition of zo, we conclude 
that the theorem is proved. 
Remark 1. In many applications it is to be expected that K, L, and M, 
as well as N in (Hs) will be bounded. In such cases, if ) g(s, ;v,,)l < G(s) 
for all s > 01 and ws E 9, conditions (i), (ii) and (iii), as well as (H,) are 
automatically satisfied by the one assumption that G(s) -+ 0 as s -+ 00. 
In particular, K and L may be considered constants whenever (1) is 
autonomous and M and IV are bounded whenever the fundamental matrix 
satisfies an inequality of the form 1 @(t, t, , x0)1 < Bep(t-to) with p > 0. 
In a similar fashion, the following is an extension of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose hypotheses (H,) and (Ha) hold. Then if J tefzds to 
xero so rapidly tlzat the asymptotic conditiotz (i) holds, there exists a 
solution of the dzflererztial equation (2) on sonze half-line [y, co) which satis$es 
/ x(t) -y(t)] -+ 0 as t + co. 
Proof. Since (H,) and (H,) hold, let /3 be as in Theorem 3. Then, in 
particular, there exists a (unique) solution y(t) of the integral equation (5) 
on the half-line [fi, co) which satisfies I x(t) - y(t)1 --f 0 as t -+ co. We shall 
show that if y > p is sufficiently large, then y(t) is also a solution of the 
differential equation (2) on the half-line [y, 00). Since y(t) satisfies (5), we 
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again conclude from (H,) and Lemma 2 that (6) holds. Then using (i) and 
(H,), we choose y so large that 
I 4ti - x(t, T,Y(T))I d 42 for r<ttTT, 
J(r) d W- 
(13) 
Now fix T > y and consider the integral equation (in the unknown yT) 
Ydt) = Lx(4 T, Y(T)) - jf @(t, s, Y&I) g(s, Y&) 6 (14j 
on the bounded interval [y, T]. I n view of the discussion of Alekseev’s 
Formula (Section 2) for the proper integral case, we know that the solution 
y(t, T, y(T)) of (2) satisfies (14) near T. Because of the above choice of 
y, it can be shown that this solution exists on all of [y, T]. Alternatively, 
we can prove directly that (14) has a solution on [y, T]. Let D* = (z : 2: is 
a continuous rz-function satisfying / x(t) - x(t)/ < d for y < t < T) and 
define the mapping Y* by 
r*@)(t) = x(t, T, y(T)) - jr @(t, s, +I) g(s, x(s)) 4 
for x E D* and y < t < T. From (13) it is easily seen that 9-T* maps D* 
into itself. Moreover since y > p, it follows (see proof of Theorem 3) that 
St” A(t, s) ds < 6 < 1 for t 3 y, and, therefore, from (HP) that Y* is a 
contraction on D*. Thus Y* has a unique fixed point in D* which then is a 
solution y,(t) of (14) on [y, T]. It is not difficult to see thatyr(t) is differentiable 
and satisfies a (proper) integral equation of the form (12) for y < t < T. 
(see proof of Theorem 4) Hence, it is also a solution of the differential 
equation (2) for y < t < T and satisfies yT(T) = y(Tj. We next show 
(with y now fixed so as to satisfy (13)) that the solutions yT(t) of the differential 
equation (2) converge uniformly to y(t) on bounded subintervals of [y, CD) 
as T + 03. This will complete the proof of the theorem. To this end, we 
observe from (5) and (14) that 
1 y(t) - ~+(t)l G I $t, TY(T)) - @>I + jI I @(t, w(s)MwW ds 
+ jr I *‘( t, s, Y(S)) g(s, Y(S)) - @(t, $1 Y&N R(S, rds)>l 4 
for y < t < T. Further, by (H,), (H,) and (6), we conclude that 
lu(tj --Yr(t)I ~ R(T) + j:,,t, s) I Y(S) -YT(s)~ ds for y<t<T, 
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where R(T) = J(T)[M(T) + 11. Then because y > /3, it follows that 
where 0 < 1, and thus we have 
for y<t<T. 
Clearly this inequality implies the desired result since by (Hi) and (i) we have 
R(T) --+ 0 as T -+ co and this completes the proof of the theorem. 
6. ASYMPTOTIC EQUIVALENCE THEOREMS 
The following are immediate corollaries of Theorems (1 and 4) and 
[[1 and [l and 51, respectively. 
THEOREM 6 [[7]]. S pp u ose that hypotheses (HJ and (Ha) [[(H,) atzd (Ha)]] 
hold and that J tends to zero so rapidly that the asymptotic conditions (i), (ii), 
and (iii) hold [[condition (i) holds]]. Then ;f either of the dzTeretztia1 equations 
(1) or (2) possesses a (bounded) solution on a half-line with values in 9 and 
without limit points on the bouudavy of 9, the other also possesses uch a solution 
which tends to the former as t -+ co. 
It is well known (and is easily verified) that whenever (1) is linear, any 
solution of the integral equation (5) is also a solution of the differential 
equation (2). Thus, the following is also an immediate corollary of Theorems 
(1 and 2). 
THEOREM 8. (Nearly linear case) Suppose that the diSferentia1 equation 
(1) is linear and that hypothesis (Hi) holds. Then ;f either of the dzfirential 
equations (1) or (2) possesses a (bounded) solution 011 a half-line with values in 9 
and without limit points on the boundary of 9, then the other also possesses uch 
a solution which tends to the former as t -+ 03. 
This last theorem includes a result similar to the one obtained previously 
by Onuchic [4, Theorem l] using the topological method of Wazewski. Our 
version is as follows. (Onuchic proved the result for complex systems and 
for solutions which are not necessarily bounded in the future.) 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose, that the dajkential equation (1) is linear, with 
f(t, x) = A(t) x, and that there exist n continuous scalar functions Gk such 
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that 1 gk(t, x)1 < G,(t) for (t, x) in [a, co) x 9. Suppose also that for each 
i, j and k (z’ + j) we have 
j; G&J) [$XP j; a&) ds] dv -+ 0 as t -+ m 
and 
w jr 1 &V)I [“xp j: aii(s) ds] dv -+ 0 as t -+ W, 
where we have used the notation A = (aij), Then if either of the equations (I) 
OY (2) has a (bounded) solution on a half-line with values in 9 ati without limit 
points on the boundary of 9, the other also possesses such a solution which teno7.s 
to the fomer as t + 00. 
Proof. We consider the following systems of differential equations 
cl*) x’ = diag(a&t)) x 
@*I Y’ = diag(a&) Y + [-q(t) - diag(a&ll Y + g(t, Y) 
(3$) z’ = diag(u&t)) z + [A(t) - diag(akk(t))] x. 
To prove the corollary we need to show that the systems (2*) and (3*) are 
asymptotically equivalent. Our procedure will be as follows, We first 
establish the asymptotic equivalence of (l*) and (2”) and then, by an 
analogous argument, the asymptotic equivalence of (I*) and (3”). This will 
yield the desired result. In view of Theorem (8) we need only show that 
in each instance, conditions (Or) and (0,) imply the validity of the corre- 
sponding hypothesis (H,). Let us introduce the bounding functions 
Gti*(t) = c j akj(t)l [diameter of B!] + G,(t), 
j#P 
for the perturbational terms in (2*). Observe that the hypotheses (0,) and 
(0,) together imply that 
1: G,*(v) [exp j: a,,(s) A] dv -+ 0 as t-+ 00. (15) 
Moreover, since the improper integral in (15) may be written in the form 
it converges uniformly for t in bounded subintervals of [a, ix)). Now consider 
the bounding function 
j*(T) = sup /jr Gk*(v) [exp St a&s) ds] dv : 01 < t < T, 
‘0 
k = l,..., ~1. 
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Since in this case we have, 
~(t, s, ~a) = diag [exp J’l nkk(u) du] , 
hypothesis (H,) will be established for the pair (1”) and (2”) once we have 
shown that J*(T) + 0 as T -+ co. To this end let E > 0 be given. Using 
(IS), we choose To > 0 such that t > 7’s implies 
1: G,*(v) [exp 1: a&) Q!S] de, < E. 
Then using the fact that the integral in (15) converges uniformly for t in the 
bounded interval [a, T,,], we choose Tl > T,, such that T > 1; and 
01 < t < T,, imply that 
It then follows from (16) and (17) that if T > Tl and a! < t < T, we have 
jy Gk*(zl) [exp 11 a,&~) ds] dv = 1, GB*(v) [exp j: aBk(~) dr] dv 
Thus, J*(T) --j 0 as T -+ co. The proof of the asymptotic equivalence of 
(I*) and (3*) is the same, except that we omit the term G,(t) in the definition 
of G,*(t). This completes the proof of the corollary. 
Remark 2. As suggested earlier in Section 4, hypothesis (H,) appears to 
be entirely proper for equivalence theorems of the above type. Hence, the 
most severe restrictions in this analysis would seem to stem from the adoption 
of either hypothesis (Ha) or hypothesis (Ha). The Lipschitz condition in 
(Ha) might be viewed as a condensation of independent Lipschitz conditions 
for Q, and g, say, 
and Ig(s,x,) -g(s,x,)l < k(s)lx,-xx,I for a< t ,(s and .x~,x~E~. 
In the nearly linear case, the fundamental matrix @(t, to , x0) is independent 
of “rs and so (Ha*) is automatically satisfied. In the fully nonlinear case, 
we strengthen (for purposes of illustration only) one of the preliminary 
assumptions in Section 2. Let us assume that the set 
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is bounded and that the Lipschitz condition (9) then holds for all x1 ) xg E D. 
Now using (9) and (&) we obtain the Lipschitz condition (in the initial 
value) 
for the variational equation. Then by the usual Gronwall-Bellman type 
argument [6, p. 371 applied to the latter we obtain the inequality (Hz*) with 
where K*(u) = sup{1 f%(v, x,)1 : x0 E D}. Finally, if we put 
A(t, s) = h(t, s) G(s) + k(s) &Z(s), 
where G is the bound in (B), then hypothesis (Ha) is satisfied provided we 
require that ftm [h(ol, s) G(s) + k(s) ill(s)] ds < CG for t 3 DI. 
Remark 3. An integrability condition for hypothesis (Hs) has been 
suggested previously in Remark 1. If it is known that the fundamental matrix 
satisfies an inequality of the form 
oAX) 1 qt, t, , x0)1 < Be~*(f-fJ for a <t <t,, 
where p > 0 and B are constants, then it follows that (H,) is satisfied and, 
further, that N(t) is bounded. Moreover, since the integrability condition (I) 
of Section 4 is also satisfied and N*(T) . b 1s ounded, the asymptotic condition 
(A) is fulfilled whenever the bound G(s) in the boundedness condition (B) 
tends to zero as s --f oo. The latter, therefore, insures that hypothesis (H,) 
is also satisfied whenever CD satisfies (Hs*). If f(t, x) = Ax (A a constant 
matrix), then an inequality of the form (H3*) holds whenever the real part 
of each characteristic root of A is positive. In the fully nonlinear case, 
Wazewski’s inequality [7, pp. 442-4431 can be used to obtain an inequality 
like (Ha*). For this purpose let the real symmetric matrix U(t, x) be defined 
by Vt, 4 = i(f&, 4 +fz=(t, >> - [ x m 01, co) x 9 and let d(t? x) denote the 
smallest characteristic root of U(t, x). If it turns out that d(t, x) > p > 0 in 
[OI, CO) x 9, then the inequality (H3*) readily follows from Wazewski’s 
argument. The inequality (Hs*) suggests that the theorems depending upon 
the hypothesis (HJ are essentially limited to cases involving (characteristically) 
unstable solutions of (1) and (2). We might also add that the preliminary 
assumption (Section 2) that the solution x(t, to , x0) of (1) always exists for 
01 < t < t, and .x0 E 9’ appears to be more natural in the unstable situation. 
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Refnarli 4. If one assumes an integrability condition such as (I) or 
(Ha) for the fundamental matrix CD, then the asymptotic conditions (A), (i), 
(ii), and (iii) simply reflect an appropriate rate of decay as t -+ 0~) of the 
perturbational term in system (2). In many applications it could be anticipated 
that G(s) + 0 as s -+ co (see (B)) might be an entirely adequate decay 
condition. 
7. SOME EXTENSIONS OF THE RESULTS 
In Remark 3 of the previous section we noted that theorems depending 
upon hypothesis (HJ appear to be limited to cases involving unstable 
solutions of (1) and (2). We now extend our theorems so as to include the 
stable situations as well. Our results might be compared (contrasted) with 
well known (see, e.g., [6], pp. 330) theorems on conditionally stable, nearly 
linear systems. In this connection it may be helpful to point out that the 
assumptions which are to be made about the behavior of solutions of (18), 
(19), (20) are satisfied if the latter are linear homogeneous systems with 
characteristic numbers having negative, zero and positive real parts, 
respectively. However, neither the hypotheses nor the conclusions of the 
theorems below involve stability concepts explicitly and our treatment allows 
for other contingencies. 
Suppose that the region D is factored in. the form Q = Qr x 52, x Qs 
where for each i, sZi is a subregion of real ni-space and n, + 12, + na = n. 
Let the function f be partitioned in the form f = ( fi , fi , f3) and for each i, 
assume that in [CX, co] x iRi , fi is continuously differentiable and (8fi/&)(t, xi) 
is (locally) Lipschitzian in xi . Thus system (I) is now regarded as three 
uncoupled systems 
Xl’ = fl@, 4 (18) 
x2’ = f& 4 (19) 
x3’ = fs(t, x3). (20) 
With similar notational conventions, the perturbed system (2) becomes 
Yl’ = fi(G Yl) + g1(4 A ? YB F YJ (21) 
Yz’ = f&9 Ys) + g& Yl 3 Y-2 9 YJ (22) 
Y31 = f&9 Ys) + g&9 3'1 I Y.2 9 Ys)* (23) 
For (to , cr) E [a, a) X Q1 let Xr(t, to , r c ) denote the (unique) solution of 
(18) satisfying x1(& , to , cl) = c, . Let @Jt, t,, , cl) denote the fundamental 
matrix solution of the variational equation Y’ = (@J&r)(t, ~r(t, to , cl)) Y 
such that @r(ts , to , cr) is the n, x n, identity matrix. We define xs(t, t,, , c,), 
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Qp%(t, , ca), ~s(t, t, , ca), @a(& to, cs) similarly for systems (19) and (20). 
Let &, &@S , and 9s be bounded, open and convex subsets of Q, , s2,, and 
Qa respectively. We shall assume that for arbitrary t, > 01 and c, E 9x , the 
solution s(t, t, , CJ of (18) exists on the half-line [tO , co) and has values in 
,C& . For i = 2, 3 we shall assume that for arbitrary t, > 01 and ci E gi , the 
solution xi(t, to, ci) exists for t satisfying a < t < to and has values in Q . 
We shall employ the following hypotheses. 
(PO) There exists a constant /3 > l11 and a continuous function Js defined 
on [p, co) such that for all continuous n-functions z = (x1, za , xs) with 
values in @ = S$ x %+a x 9s for t > fi the following inequality holds for 
t >/I: 
where Jo(t) -+ 0 as t -+ co. 
(Pr) There exists a function J defined on [a, co) such that if z is a 
continuous n-function on [CC, co) with values in .sS for t > cx and if 01 < t < T, 
then the following improper integral exists and satisfies the inequality 
where J(T) --+ 0 as T -+ co. 
(P2) If (Xl , x2 7 %), (x 1, Y 2 , xa) E SJ and CY < t < S, then the Lipschitz 
condition 
holds, where A(t, s) is continuous and is such that the integral sy h(t, s) ds 
exists and is exceeded by a (fixed) constant 0 < I for all t sufficiently large. 
(Pa) If za(t) is continuous and X3(t) E ga for t > 01, then the following 
integral exists and satisfies s: 1 Qa(t, s, xa(s))J ds < N(t) for t >, 01. 
In this section we define bounding functions M(T) and K(t) by 
and 
for t > CX!, and we let L(t) be the local Lipschitz constant (relative to S@a) 
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for (ajs/&s). With the above notation we now have the following extension 
(composite) of Theorems 6 and 7. 
THEOREM 9. Suppose that hypotheses (PO), (PI), (Pe), CZ& (Ps) hoZd and 
that J tends to zero so rapidly that the asymptotic conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) 
hold. Then ifeither ofthe dz$GrentiuZsystems [(IS), (19), (20)] or [(21), (22), (23)] 
possesses a (bounded) solution on a half-line with values in ~2 = ZBl x g2 x g3 
and .without limit points on the boundary of 9, the other also possesses such a 
solution which tends to the former as t --j CO. 
In analogy with Theorem 8, we also have the following. 
THEOREM 10. (Nearly linear case) Suppose that system [(18), (19), (20)] 
is linear and that hypotheses (P,,) and (Pi) hold. Theu ;f either of the d#erential 
systems [(IQ, (1% (WI or [(21), (22), WI P assesses n (bounded) solution on 
a halfline with values in 62 and without limit points on the boundary of 9, then 
the other also possesses such a solution which tends to the former as t + CO. 
The proofs of these theorems are straightforward extensions (composites) 
of the proofs given in the preceding sections. 
Note Added in proof. Our proof of Theorem 4 requires the added 
hypotheses that L and iV be nondecreasing. This can be done without loss 
of generality. 
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